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Jones, Michael

From: Tanner, Matt <Matthew.Tanner@environment-agency.gov.uk>

Sent: 30 January 2023 10:18

To: info@nelsonplanthire.co.uk

Cc: Jones, Michael

Subject: RE: Whitehouse Field - Schedule 5 Notification and TVBC consultation

Morning Simon, 

 

It is not my intention to extend this determination longer than required, and we are carrying out legitimate 

consultation with the council. As stated in my email dated 1st December, the consultation is in regards to your 

obligation to carry out the works - similar to question 2 of the Schedule 5 Notification I sent on the 9th November.  

 

We are hoping to hear from TVBC by the end of the week. I will let you know when we are able to continue our 

assessment. 

 

Kind regards, 

Matt Tanner BSc (Hons) MSc  
Senior Permitting Officer (Waste Deposit Team) 
Environment Agency | Richard Fairclough House, Latchford, Warrington WA4 1HT 
 

Matthew.Tanner@Environment-Agency.gov.uk 

Mobile: 07876 130613 
Pronouns: he/him (why is this here?) 
Typical hours : Monday – Friday, 7am – 3pm 
 

 

 

 

From: info@nelsonplanthire.co.uk <info@nelsonplanthire.co.uk>  

Sent: 26 January 2023 12:34 

To: Tanner, Matt <Matthew.Tanner@environment-agency.gov.uk> 

Cc: 'Jones, Michael' <Michael.Jones2@tetratech.com> 

Subject: RE: Whitehouse Field - Schedule 5 Notification and TVBC consultation 

 

Matt, 

 

What could Test Valley Borough Council possibly add to this ? You have seen the numerous  emails  & letters from 

the LPA stating that they would like the works completed as soon as possible to avoid further enforcement action. 

 

You have seen the planning inspectorates previous decisions and notes in relation to the planning position of the 

site which confirm unequivocally the position. Perhaps if you could be transparent and share the questions you have 

asked the LPA we could assist you in answering them ? 

 

This has been delayed so far for over 5 years !! My concern is that the EA have now adopted an approach which 

seems to be “lets just delay the job as long as we can”,  

 


